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DATE: 2/05/2021
LOCATION: PCI PLANT
REFERENCE: I1910349 PART 1

A shift electrician has been called to investigate why the PCI plant had tripped off. The electrician has found the main 800amp incomer ACB to an MCC was tripped and also at the front of the MCC two plastic 
covers were found on the floor. The two plastic covers were found to have come from spare cells of the MCC and of the surrounding cells only one was in service. This cell was removed, inspected, the circuit 
meggared but no signs as to why the main incomer trip was found. The main incomer was reset and the plant was returned to normal operation. Approximately an hour later whilst still investigating the cause of 
the trip it was decided with the assistance of the team leader to check all the adjacent MCC cells. In the action of removing the withdrawable cell below an Arc flash has occurred, again tripping the main incomer. 
This withdrawable MCC cell was found to have a cable fault onboard.
As per electrical safety manual 1.4.22 incorrectly or inadequately maintained electrical installations can create situations or conditions which expose personnel to electric shock or arc flash.

The front of the MCC with the two plastic 

cover on the floor.

The covers come from the smaller 

openings to the top left, the cell 

immediately right is the one first checked to 

be OK. The large opening below is where 

the damaged cell came from

The internals of the damaged cell.

The white phase cable has broken away from the connecting 

points at the back, then has earthed out on the cell frame and 

copper swarf has welded to the earthed steel frame

The internals of the another MCC cell which may have the 

same cable fault issue.
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DATE: 2/05/2021
LOCATION: PCI PLANT
REFERENCE: I1910349 PART 2

A shift electrician investigating why the PCI plant had tripped off has worn the correct and appropriate PPE to isolate cells and reset the main incomer 800amp ACB. However with the MCC main busbar energised 
the electrician has considered it not necessary to wear the full PPE when removing the withdrawable MCC cells. The design of these cells is for the main isolator to remove volts to the main circuit within the cell 
but not remove the cell from the MCC busbar. This would leave the main cabling at the rear of the cell from the connection points to the main isolator still energised at a high fault level. In the case of this incident 
with the MCC cell having a cable fault onboard the action of removing the cell from the energised main busbar at the rear of the MCC has moved the damaged cable to create an arc flash and earth fault.
When performing operating work such as switching or racking out switchgear connected to energised busbar systems the correct full PPE should be worn as per DS.MA.DIV-ENG-ET-004-02.1.

A close up of the MCC

Where the two plastic covers came from.

The opening left by the removal of the 

MCC with the faulty cabling, with the high 

fault level busbar behind.

The damaged withdrawable MCC cell.

The main isolator 

The main cabling to the main isolator at the 

front. This cabling is believed to be where the 

arcing fault started

The rear connectors to the main busbar
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DATE: 5/05/2021
LOCATION: SPRINGHILL CPCM
REFERENCE: I1911477

During a period of heavy rain fall cable joints in a cable ducting have been found with water running over them. The mild steel duct were found to be heavily rusted which had exposed the cable joins. A 
closer inspection has found the single insulated 16mm2 building wire to be only joined by a BP connector covered with insulation tape which would have a very low IP rating. On the other side of the column 
behind other wiring a neutral link bar was found with both neutral and earth conductors terminated to it. Both of these insulations do not comply with AS3000.
As per AS3000 section 8 Verification, mandatory inspection and tests are required to ensure electrical installations comply and the installation should not be energised if it is in an unsafe condition or does 
not comply with the standard.

Connections on the other side of the column, with neutral and earth wires in the 

same connection bar
The single insulated connections with only insulation tape 

protecting them from water coming from above
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DATE: 17/05/2021
LOCATION: PLATE MILL
REFERENCE: I1916763

A contract fitter using an angle grinder to cut a wall purlin has cut into a cable and exposed some conductors. The task for cutting an access way through the wall had had a change of scope mid way 
through the job with extra sections of the purlins being required to be removed. The original checks to confirm the purlin being clear of all services was not conducted a second time when the scope 
changed. Thus the fitter did not see the two cables covered in dust and debris flat on top of the purlin. The cut cable was found to be a 4 core telephone cable which is ELV.
It is imperative when conducting cutting, removal or demolition work a search of the area involved for all electrical services is conducted and electrical personnel are involved.

The purlin covered with dust build up,  the two cables found, the cut in the purlin and the 

cut in the telephone cable

The door opening after the incident with the purlin removed 

and the two cable hanging down
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DATE: 5/05/2021
LOCATION: WSSC
REFERENCE: I1911302

An investigation into why the Down-ender roller motor was tripped has found two phases were measured to be 0 ohms to ground. The cable to the down-ender is in a power chain and the cable was found to be 
very brittle. A close inspection of the cable has found cracks in the insulation down to the phase conductors, with the cable covered in grease and dirt providing an earth path. The 15 year old installation had the 
original PVC/PVC cabling. This cable was not designed for use in a power chain where flexing happens on a regular basis and long term exposure to oil and grease. Both of these factors are the route cause of 
this cable damage.
Care has to be taken with cable selection taking into account the application of how the cable will be used and the environment it will be exposed to.

The brittle cable removed from the power chain 

showing the damage

The cable in the power chain which is covered in oil and grease.

With one of the areas damaged indicated
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DATE: 10/05/2021
LOCATION: PCI PLANT
REFERENCE: I1913630 & I1913567

Two cable incidents were found during maintenance.
1. The power supply to a vibro control unit is 24V dc however the earth cable to the unit was in red building wire which does not comply with AS3000.
2. The cable to a level probe which requires 3 cores for a digital input was found to have only a single pair Dekoron cable used. The cable screen has been used as the 0 volts core with insulation tape 
used at the probe but no sleeve or insulation used at the panel end.
Both these incidents indicate a temporary job was done which will always leave a trap to an electrician fault finding. The correct cable for the installation should always be used for safety reasons, 
functionality and help with identification of the circuit.

The vibro control unit with red 

building wire to the earth terminal

Both ends of the single pair Dekoron 

cable with the screen core used as a 

0V signal
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DATE: 10/05/2021
LOCATION: HSM
REFERENCE: I1913316

An electrical has found an extension lead lying on the workbench of the electrical workshop 
with the female plug cut off. The lead is over a year old and has a current compliance tag 
attached. With the male plug still attached this lead has the potential risk of having exposed 
energised conductors if used by an inexperienced person who has not seen or is unaware the 
female plug missing.
As per electrical safety manual 1.4.13 extension cords are subject to physical damage by 
heavy or sharp objects, abrasion or heat. Use of damaged extension cords increases the risk 
of electric shock.

The extension lead 

as found
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DATE: 1/05/2021
LOCATION: ?
REFERENCE: I19

tst

The


